A S S E M B LY I N S T R U C T I O N S
Congratulations on your purchase of one of the most highly-detailed polycarbonate bodies ever created by
Pro-Line’s R & D department: the 1977 Dodge Ramcharger! Before you get started on your build, please take time
to read over these important instructions.

1

PICK-UP OR SUV?

First things first: do you want to style your Ramcharger in the classic,
open-air PICK-UP truck configuration? Or complete the SUV look by
using the camper shell?
You will have to decide this first, as
certain sections that are to be
trimmed off will affect how the body
fits together, and/or will make it
difficult to revert back to the opposite style.
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2

TRIM MAIN BODY

If using PICK-UP
configuration, trim
around entire window
and windshield frame to
remove the rear part of
the “cab”.

If using SUV
configuration, trim on
the marked trim line to
remove the rear part
of the cab, but leave
the top Shell Mounting
Platform intact.
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3

INSTALL INTERIOR

Trim Interior and Dash pieces on the marked trim
lines. Attach dash to Interior with shoo-goo or CA
glue (not included).
Install interior by using shoo-goo or high-strength
double-sided tape (not included). The front of
interior sits flush under hood of main body and is
captured by the body posts. Drill body post holes
into main body and interior to fit your desired
chassis. Please note that some trimming of the
interior may be required to create clearance around
your crawler chassis’ gearbox.
If you chose the PICK-UP configuration, congrats!
You’re done and ready to hit the trails. If you are
using the SUV camper shell, continue to Step 4.

4

TRIM AND INSTALL SHELL

Trim Camper Shell on indicated lines, being careful to leave all tabs at the
bottom of the shell intact as these are needed for mounting.
Bend 2 middle side tabs and 1 rear tab inward to be flush to the top of the
truck bed rails. SEE FIGURE 1. Place low-profile Velcro or high-strength
double-sided tape (not included) on the bottom of these tabs and on the
corresponding areas of the truck bed rails.
Cut 4 slots into bed rails of the main body on indicated lines. These slots
will align Camper Shell to the bed of the truck. Place low-profile Velcro or
double-sided tape (not included) on the Shell Mounting Platform and on
the corresponding area on underside of Camper Shell. SEE FIGURE 1.
Insert your Camper Shell into the side slots and attach to the main body to
complete the SUV look. SEE FIGURE 2.
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